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as measured by machine learning, and how does
ABSTRACT
the confusion structure differ from phoneme
confusions obtained via human lipreading
This study is a first step in selecting an
experiments?
appropriate subword unit representation to
synthesize highly intelligible 3D talking faces.
In previous studies, visual features have been
Consonant confusions were obtained with optic
modeled in different ways with various units such
features from a 320-sentence database, spoken by
as subphonemes [1][2][3], visemes [4][5],
a male talker, using Gaussian mixture models and
divisemes[6], triphones [7], and utterances [8]. In
maximum a posteriori classification methods.
[1], optic features were first transformed into an
The results were compared to consonant
eigen-face eigen-opticflow defined space, and
confusions obtained from visual-only human
then modeled by Gaussians with adjustments
perception tests of non-sense CV syllables spoken
learned from the estimation error in the training
by the same talker. At the phoneme level,
data. In [2][4], optic features were estimated using
machine classification results for the continuous
neural networks given the acoustic HMM states,
speech database had worse performance than
while in [3] GMMs were used in modeling the
human perception with isolated syllables.
optic features. In [8], dynamical system
However, the number of distinguishable
identification techniques were used to estimate the
consonant clusters by machine is equal to that by
optic features. In [6][7], direct recordings of
humans. To model the optic feature for
speech were used with concatenation techniques
continuous visual speech synthesis, the results
for visual synthesis. Compared to previous
suggest that for most consonants, modeling optic
systems, our design is focused on using contextfeature in phoneme level is more appropriate than
dependent subword [9] units to gain system
modeling in phoneme clusters determined from
efficiency, using an acoustically-driven approach
visual-only human perception tests. For some
to improve audio-visual synchronization and
consonants, modeling in a context-dependent
coarticulation, and using a wire-frame 3D talking
manner might be helpful in improving the
face model. The type of units used in the system
modeling accuracy for the talker studied in this
has an impact on database requirements and on
paper.
synthesis intelligibility. In order to improve
synthesis intelligibility (which requires the units
1. INTRODUCTION
to be long, i.e., triphones) while keeping the size
of the database reasonable (which requires the
The long term goal of this study is to synthesize
unit to be short, i.e., phonemes), we need to find a
highly intelligible 3D talking faces using an
balanced solution. This study examines the optic
acoustically-driven visual speech synthesis system
features modeled by GMMs at the phoneme level
as shown in Figure 1. The hybrid system is a
in continuous speech. Consonant confusion results
combination of concatenation and model-based
are compared with that obtained by human
methods. The system requires two codebooks: one
lipreading experiments (human forced-choice
for acoustic-to-optic feature mapping, and another
identification with nonsense CV syllable stimuli).
for concatenation. The two codebooks are
This is a first step in selecting an appropriate
obtained using statistical methods such as
subword unit representation for the system.
Gaussian mixture modeling (GMM). The present
In the visual speech perception literature,
study addresses two issues that are important in
phoneme identification scores for nonsense
designing the second codebook: What is the
syllables have been reported to be below 50%
phoneme confusion structure in continuous speech
correct [10]. However, perceptual confusion
1
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database that has the same 320 sentences spoken
by another talker. If a relative segmentation
discrepancy is defined by the relative phoneme
middle point difference between the machine and
manual segmentation results (normalized by the
manual segmentation duration), then the forcedalignment tool had an average discrepancy of 0.09.
If a segmentation error is defined by having
segmentation discrepancy equal to or larger than
0.5, then the forced-alignment tool had an error
rate of 4.6%. The discrepancy and error rate are
acceptable for this study.

matrices are structured and sparse matrices,
resulting in the groupings of some phonemes.
Some of these groupings map to the visually
similar phoneme clusters, known as “visemes”
[11]. In [12], 12 visemes {/f v/, /T D/, /w/, /r/, /p b
m/, /S Z C J/, /s z/, /t d n/, /l/, /h/, /k g/ and /y/}
(hereafter referred to as Kricos-viseme) were used,
and they were mainly based on the consonants’
place and manner of articulation, but not derived
from perception tests. They can be considered
theoretically optimum in terms of the maximum
number of visually distinguishable perceptual
units for consonants. When visemes are defined
via cluster analysis by within-cluster response
rates of 75% or greater from human forced-choice
identification from nonsense syllable stimuli,
consonants have been found to fall into 6 viseme
clusters {/f v/, /T D/, /w r/, /p b m/, /S Z C J/, /t d s
z j k n g l/} in [13], and for example, {/f v, r/, /T D
t d l n/, /w /, /p b m/, /k g y h/, /s z S Z C
J/}(hereafter referred to as Jiang-viseme) in [14].
Consonant clustering results differed by talker
[10][14] and by vowel context in CV syllables
[14]. One of the talkers studied in [14] was chosen
for this study.

The optic data were from 3D recordings of 17
markers placed on the talker’s cheeks, lips, and
chin [15]. Head movements were compensated for
in the optic data using three anchor points on the
upper face. Low-pass filtering was applied to limit
the optic data within 40 Hz (to remove recording
noise).

2.2

The recorded facial movements include the lip,
cheek and chin areas which, in a previous study,
accounted for 55%, 36%, and 32%, respectively,
of the variance in visual perception results [14].
This study explores static optic features extracted
at the mid-phoneme position. Global PCA
features from the 3D marker positions and a set of
marker distance features were compared in the
analysis. The PCA features performed poorly in
classification and are not reported here. The
marker distance features generated meaningful
confusion patterns. Nine features extracted from
10 markers were selected for the analysis and are
listed in Table 1 with the marker locations shown
in Figure 2. From the correlation analysis between
all the combinations of two feature channels,
features 1, 8 and 9 are highly correlated (Pearson
correlation scores greater than 0.99). Correlations
from other feature pairs range from 0.01 to 0.86.

In this paper, classifications using visual speech
information for phoneme and phoneme-cluster
units were obtained from a 320-sentence database.
Visual features are described by Gaussian mixture
models of phoneme units. Confusions were
obtained by machine classification based on the
maximum a posteriori criterion. Results were
compared with those from visual speech
perception tests using various measurements,
including average within-unit accuracy scores and
unit identification entropy.

2.
2.1

Visual feature extraction

METHODS

Database and preprocessing

The database is an audio-visual recording of 320
sentences chosen from the IEEE/Harvard sentence
corpus. The sentences were spoken by an
American English talker with high visual
intelligibility. Details on the recording can be
found in [15].

2.3

Modeling

For each phoneme, visual features were
characterized using a multivariate Gaussian
mixture model described by the following:

Necessary data pre-processing were carried out
for both the acoustic and optic data. For the
acoustic data, phoneme transcriptions were
obtained manually. Then, phoneme segmentation
using HTK forced-alignment tools [16] were
obtained. The accuracy of the forced-alignment
tool was checked by manual segmentation on a

p(V phn i ) =

Mi

∑ N (µ

m =1

im

, Σ im ) ,

(1)

where V represents the visual feature vector, phni
represents phoneme i, Mi is the number of
mixtures for phoneme i, µim represents the mean
vector of multivariate Gaussian mixture m for
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phoneme i, and Σim is the corresponding
covariance matrix for the Gaussian. The
expectation maximization (EM) algorithm [17] is
used for parameter estimation. Each phoneme is
represented by a different number of mixtures to
describe its statistical behavior. Mixtures can be
interpreted as exclusive modes automatically
learned from the sample space for a phoneme. The
number of mixtures provides phoneme variation
information in terms of the amount of potential
modes by machine learning.

classification using perception results for different
optical-phonetic representation units.
Results from human visual-only perception of
consonants in nonsense CV syllables spoken by
the same talker with normal hearing subjects [14]
were used for comparison.

3.

Tables 2 and 3 show the comparison between
machine classification and human identification in
terms of average percent correct score and entropy,
respectively. Machine classifications were either
done with the training and test sets being the same
(A) or different (B). The performance degraded
by 24% from machine A to B in terms of average
correct score. Consonant confusion matrices and
the corresponding dendrograms obtained from
machine-B classification and human lipreading
are shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows a
comparison between machine classification and
human identification using the Kricos-visemes in
correct score and entropy. Figure 5 shows a
similar comparison using the Jiang-visemes. Due
to limited data, the phonemes /Z, J/ [18] were not
included in the machine classification experiment.
Consonant /G/ was not tested in the human
forced-choice identification test.

Phoneme classification is obtained using the
maximum a posteriori probability criteria. Given a
feature vector Vki that represents the kth sample
from phoneme phni, the identification decision is
made by

arg max p(V ki , phn j ) ,

(2)

j

where

p(Vki , phn j ) = prior ( phn j ) ⋅ p(Vki phn j ) .(3)
The prior information of a phoneme, prior(phnj),
is the frequency of occurrence in the database.
Given the classification results for all the samples,
a confusion matrix C is obtained with the element
cij representing the frequency that phoneme i is
classified as phoneme j.

2.4

Using the 75% within-cluster response rates
threshold, machine classification generated 4
consonant clusters {/p, b, m/, /f, v/, /s, z, T, S, C,
y/, and /t, d, D, k, g, w, r, l, n, G, h/}, and human
perception for this talker generated a different set
of 4 consonant clusters {/p, b, m/, /f, v, r/, /s, z, S,
C, Z, J, t, d, T, D, l, n, k, g, y, h/, and /w/ [14].
Note that the cluster /p, b, m/ is the only common
cluster obtained by machine and by humans. This
is also the only common cluster that has been
reported for human lipreading [11] [13] [14].

Evaluation

To better observe the confusion structure and
quantify the identification variation of each unit
(e.g. phoneme, or phoneme clusters), both withinunit identification correct scores and the unit
identification entropy values were computed from
the confusion matrix. Correct scores reflect the
diagonal elements of the confusion matrix. The
entropy also takes into account the off-diagonal
structures. The identification entropy value for
unit pi is

In the Kricos-viseme representation, the units /sz/
and /k, g, G/ had similar or better Machine-B
classification results than human in both correct
score and entropy. The unit /r/ and /t, d, n/ had
better or equal correct score than human, but the
opposite was observed in entropy results. The
units /p, b, m/, /f, v/, /T, D/, /S, Z, C, J/ and /y/
had moderate degradation compared to human
identification. The units /l/, /h/, and /w/ had
significantly worse confusion structure by
machine classification in both diagonal and offdiagonal positions. The performance degradation
is more significant in terms of identification
entropy in general. In the Jiang-viseme

Pi

e i = − ∑ c ij log 2 c ij .

RESULTS

(4)

j =1

where Pi is the total number of units that phoneme
phni are classified into. Higher entropy indicates a
more evenly distributed misclassification. The
measurements are calculated using three types of
representation units: Phoneme, Kricos-viseme
(theoretic viseme unit), and Jiang-viseme
(experimental viseme unit). To our knowledge, no
previous studies had calibrated optical speech
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representation, machine classification resulted in
worse performance than human perception for all
the units except /S, Z, C, J, s, z/.

4.

processing. The views expressed here are those of
the authors and do not necessarily represent those
of the National Science Foundation.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
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Figure 1. Framework of the visual speech synthesis system.

Ch

Feature name

Physical measurement

1

Mouth open height

ULC-LLC_xyz

2

Mouth open width

MLC-MRC_xyz

3

Lip protrusion parameter 1

LLC_z

4

Lip protrusion parameter 2

ULC-MLF_z

5

Lip protrusion parameter 3

LLC-ULC_z

6

Lip protrusion parameter 4

LLC-MLF_z

7

Cheek feature

CheekL_MLF_xyz

8

Lip rounding

Mouth open height / Mouth open width

9

Mouth open area

Area of the polygon defined by the 8 lip markers

Cheek
ULL ULC

MLF
MLC

ULR

MRC
LLL LLC LLR
Figure 2. Locations of the markers used
in the physical measurements.

Table 1. Selected physical optical features.

Consonant

Kricos-viseme

Jiang-viseme

Machine-A

2.12

1.60

0.99

63%

Machine-B

2.60

1.99

1.39

90%

Human[14]

2.00

1.24

0.52

Consonant

Kricos-viseme

Jiang-viseme

Machine-A

55%

64%

80%

Machine-B

26%

40%

Human[14]

33%

61%

Table 2. Average identification correct scores using 3 units.
Machine-A refers to machine classification when the training
and test sets are the same. Machine-B refers to machine
classification when the training and test sets are different.

Table 3. Average identification entropy using 3 units.
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Figure 3. Consonant confusion patterns generated by machine-B classification of 22 consonants with a confusion matrix shown on
the left, and a dendrogram shown on the right in the top row, and by human forced-choice identification of 23 CV syllables averaged
over the /a, i, u/ vowel conditions [14] in the bottom row. The numbers at each node of the dendrogram show the percent correct
score of the corresponding phoneme/phoneme cluster. Those nodes that have percent correct scores ≥ 75% are shown in larger font.
The dashed line crosses the phoneme cluster branches that have inner-group classification correct scores ≥ 75% at a consistent
hierarchical level.

Figure 4. Comparing consonant confusion pattern in terms of
identification correct scores (top plot) and entropy (bottom
plot) using Kricos-visemse between machine classification
and human forced-choice identification.

Figure 5. Comparing consonant confusion pattern in terms of
identification correct scores (top plot) and entropy (bottom
plot) using Jiang-visemes between machine classification and
human forced-choice identification.
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